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Drafting the Dispute
Resolution Clause•
WHITMORE GRAY

Providing in a contract for ways to resolve disputes that may arise
presents a substantial challenge to the lawyer. In one sense, this is
what a lawyer regularly does in contract drafting-anticipating misunderstandings or problems that experience has indicated are likely
to arise, and trying to provide clear solutions in advance. When it
comes to drafting a specific clause for the resolution of further disputes that may arise, however, many lawyers are at a substantial
disadvantage. The task comes at the end of the substantive negotiations. The client does not want to focus on, or draw the other party's
attention to, possible areas in which disputes might arise. Worst of
all, the lawyer is probably not as well informed about the law in this
area as he or she needs to be in order to help the client make wise
choices. Lawyers who would never take a clause for a will from a form
book without investigating its ramifications seem to be willing to
insert a short, standard arbitration clause with very little weighing of
the consequences or investigation of more sophisticated alternatives.
The other chapters in this book collectively present a survey of
legal and practical problems that arise in connection with the use of
arbitration and other alternatives to litigation. This chapter discusses
the lessons that can be drawn from that survey for the lawyer who is
trying to draft a contract dispute resolution clause. Part I is a checklist
of questions to be considered. Part II provides examples of clauses
that attempt to solve these problems in various ways.

I. Questions to Be Considered
A. General Considerations
1. Which Dispute Resolution Technique? A formal arbitration clause is only one of many contractual devices that drafters
may use to provide for the resolution of problems that the parties
140
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were unable to resolve or failed to foresee at the time of contracting.
For example, a valuation may be left to a designated third party, or a
formula may be worked out to be applied by some expert when
certain information becomes available. A contract might provide that,
if a particular processing contract has become "unprofitable," it will
be terminable by one party, and any dispute over whether it has
become unprofitable at any given time will be decided by a third party
to be determined as provided in the contract. 1
Sophisticated practitioners today are familiar with, and increasingly provide in their clauses for, some kind of structured negotiation
and/or mediation phase to precede binding arbitration. The Center for
Public Resources in New York has been successful in persuading
several hundred major corporations to sign a pledge to the effect that
they will attempt to resolve disputes in that way before going to
adjudication.
Some lawyers disparage these steps as "nonbinding," and say
that they are therefore of little legal significance. Clauses calling for
consultations between the parties in the event a dispute arises, or for
good-faith renegotiation of the price in the event of market disruptions, may, however, be very desirable. This procedure may be made
mandatory, even though the results may be nonbinding. If the contract provides that compliance with the designated procedures is a
condition precedent to either party's right to go ahead with arbitration or litigation of its claims, or to termination of the contract, then
even the most wild-eyed, impatient potential litigant will "want" to
comply with the prescribed procedures to be able to get on to the
main event. The most basic question for the drafter to resolve is what
method or methods of dispute resolution is best for the types of
problems that are likely to arise in the particular relationship. We have
now arrived at a stage of experience and knowledge concerning these
techniques in which a lawyer can reasonably be expected to be able to
serve his or her client in this area.
Sometimes litigation may be the most satisfactory way to proceed. There are a number of situations in which the opportunity to
recover the full amount, or the opportunity to use the full coercive
and remedial scheme of the courts seems desirable. Payment obligations, for example, are sometimes exempted from arbitration clauses. 2
One large importing retailer uses a clause that provides for arbitration
of claims up to $10,000, but leaves the major claims to litigation, the
explanation given being that the company is usually right and wants
to avoid forced compromises of its claims. This decision appears to
reflect a common impression that arbitrators usually try to reach a
compromise solution-something that some observers stoutly deny,
although hard evidence is scarce on this point.
Will the client's interests be served best by arbitration? Some
sellers who rely heavily for protection on clauses excluding liability
for consequential damages or other limitations are skeptical as to
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whether full weight will be accorded them by arbitrators. Clauses
regarding the stacking of insurance coverages have sometimes been
misunderstood or misapplied by arbitrators. Since the general rule is
that a court will not correct arbitrators' mistakes of fact or law, parties
may prefer to litigate cases involving these questions. This rule may
be part of the rationale behind the desire of the company mentioned
above to use litigation for its major disputes, in which it believed
technical legal defenses might be more successful. On the other hand,
if a dispute arises under a contract in which the question is the meaning of "chicken," for example, a federal judge is hardly in a better
position than an arbitrator to decide the issue. 3 Some questions, such
as the antitrust implications of a particular agreement, and certain
patent disputes, have only recently become arbitrable.
2. Equal Access to Arbitration? In some situations, the
parties have not been given equal access to arbitration. Some franchise and dealer agreements give the franchisee or dealer the right to
arbitrate or sue as he or she wishes, 4 but restrict the manufacturer or
franchisor to arbitration on claims against the franchisee or dealer. In
a different imbalance, illustrated in Example l.b. in Part II, below, the
seller reserves the right to sue, but must do it in the buyer's home
jurisdiction. In such cases, the principal concern is whether a dominant party should be allowed to impose inequalities or restrictions
that operate to the disadvantage of the consumer.
3. Should the Clause Cover All Disputes? The next fundamental question is whether the clause should be phrased in general
terms to cover any problem between the parties, or whether it should
be limited to providing for resolution of specific problems in certain
ways. If only specific problems are singled out for solution by mediation or arbitration, litigation may well result over whether a particular
problem that arises falls within the category. Examples of advantages
and disadvantages of each type of clause are set out below.
In /.P. Greathouse Steel Erectors, Inc. v. B/01111t Brothers Construction
Co., 5 the contract provided that "[i]f any question of fact shall arise
under this contract ... either party hereto may demand an arbitration ...." When a dispute arose and Greathouse sued Blount for
breach of contract, Blount moved for an order "directing plaintiff to
proceed forthwith to arbitrate the disputes which have arisen under
the contract ... .'' 6 The lower court so ordered. The arbitrators held a
hearing and made an award that Greathouse pay Blount $50,000, plus
attorneys' fees, and also pay the expenses of the arbitration. The
arbitrators made no findings of fact, conclusions of law, or other
explanation of their award. The district court subsequently denied
Greathouse's motion to vacate the award, granted Blount's motion to
confirm it, and entered judgment on the award. On appeal, the Sec142
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ond Circuit said that the parties clearly did not intend by the narrow
language they used to agree to arbitrate claims for breach of contract,
which involved questions of law as well as fact. Blount was unable to
convince the appellate court that no questi_ons of law were involved;
the court accordingly held that the arbitrators had exceeded their
authority. In order to avoid this type of litigation, the AAA in its
literature does not encourage parties drafting arbitration clauses to
provide for coverage of only certain issues.
There are circumstances, however, when it may be desirable to
provide different methods for resolving different issues. For example,
in one of the leading arbitration cases, Robert Lawrence Co. v. Devonshire Fabrics, Inc.,7 all disputes were to go to arbitration. However, the
clause provided that, if the controversy concerned the condition or
quality of merchandise, it was to be referred to the Mutual Adjustment Bureau of the cloth and garment trades pursuant to the rules
and regulations thereof, but that all other controversies were to be
submitted to the AAA. This technique could also have been used in
Frigaliment, 8 in which the question of what was a "chicken" under the
contract could have been decided by a trade association panel, and
the question of damages due under the legal rules could have been
left to be decided by a court. The examples above, in which valuation
or the existence of excusing conditions was to be determined by a
third party, also illustrate this limited reference technique. Since these
limited clauses have sometimes ( frequently?) provided an excuse for
dilatory litigation, if the parties choose this route, they should make
every effort to be as precise as possible.
4. How Much Detail Should the Clause Contain? The
preceding examples show that a good argument can be made for a
clause providing comprehensive coverage of issues. There is very
little to be said for simplicity, however, on the other issue confronting
the drafter-namely, whether to make some attempt to adapt the
standard arbitration mechanism to the needs of the particular contractual situation. Although a standard short clause-"All disputes under
this agreement are to be resolved by arbitration" -may be better than
nothing, a conscientious attorney should rarely be willing to stop
there. Within the limits of a client's ability to pay for good legal work,
there are many refinements that a lawyer should consider to make a
good arbitration experience more likely.
In interviews with practicing lawyers regarding what clauses they
have been using, the author found that lawyers in the corporate
department of a firm often use general clauses without taking the
time to ask litigators in their firm about their experiences in arbitration. There should be an advance collaborative effort in this regard
within a firm, between corporate attorneys and litigators, as to
whether there is a need for a specific clause. A helpful checklist of
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problems often encountered by the litigators can be generated, and
various provisions agreed on, which might be included in a disputes
clause to improve the process. An attorney with a checklist and draft
clauses in hand can usually find out enough about the specific circumstances of a case to design a customized clause that will be more
suitable than a general one.
For example, set out below are three levels of specificity and detail
for the same contract. The first is a "standard" short-form clause for
all disputes. The next two are (1) more specific and (2) detailed
clauses to cover a particular problem the lawyer found had caused
controversy in the past in one type of transaction. The specific clause
for one issue could, of course, be combined with a general clause for
other issues.
Alternative A: All disputes or controversies arising under, out of, in connection
with, or in relation to, this Agreement which cannot be resolved between the
parties shall be finally settled by arbitration, to be held in New York, in accordance
with the Commercial Arbitration Rules of the American Arbitration Association,
and judgment upon the award rendered may be entered in any court having
jurisdiction thereof.
Alternative B: If either party can demonstrate, using traditional accounting data,
that its profitability on the products covered by this Agreement has been reduced
by $1 per barrel in comparison with the level of profitability on the date of this
Agreement, then that party shall have a right to terminate upon the giving of
thirty days' notice. In the event of a dispute regarding the fact of profitability,
which dispute the parties are unable to resolve through consultations, then this
fact shall be finally resolved by an arbitrator under the rules of the American
Arbitration Association ....
AlternatiPe C: Cancellation
6.1 In addition to the other termination and cancellation rights set forth herein,
if either party to this Agreement can demonstrate, using traditional accounting
data, that for a period of not less than six months its profitability on the crude oil
or products covered by this Agreement has been reduced by at least $1.00 per
barrel when comparing the then current margin of profit to the margin of profit
perceived as of the date of this Agreement, and can further demonstrate, using
traditional accounting data, that the reduction in profit is due substantially and
primarily to the passage or implementation of new, revised, modified or amended
laws, regulations or ordinances of any government ( foreign or domestic) or newly
promulgated interpretation thereof, hereinafter referred to as "government action," the provisions of which were not in force and effect on the date of execution
of this Agreement, then that party may at any time after the expiration of the first
six months of this Agreement measured from the date of this Agreement serve a
written notice upon the other party. The notice must, to be effective, refer to this
section; set forth the basis for a belief that there has been a reduction in profit of
at least $1.00 per barrel for a period of time of not less than six months; set forth
the laws, regulations or ordinances that are substantially and primarily responsible for the reduced profit; and set a date for a meeting (which date must be at least
forty-five days from the date the notice is mailed) at which the parties will attempt
in good faith to negotiate a mutually acceptable revision to this Agreement.
6.2 Either party to this Agreement shall after receiving the notice referred to
above in this section have the right to audit completely necessary books and
records of the party sending the notice to determine the validity of the grounds for
sending said notice.
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6.3 If within sixty days of the date of the meeting no agreement can be reached
on a revision to this Agreement, and the primary reason or reasons for the parties'
inability to agree on a revision is a difference of opinion on the amount of the
reduction in profit, or that said reduction was caused by governmental action,
then these issues only will be submitted to arbitration using the "Arbitration
General Rules" set forth below in Par. 7 of this Agreement.
6.4 If the arbitrator finds that there has been a reduction in profit of less than
$1.00 per barrel, or that said reduction was not a result of governmental action, the
original notice served under this section will be automatically deemed withdrawn
and of no further force or effect, and this Agreement will continue as if no such
notice had been sent. If the result of the arbitration indicates a reduction in profit
of $1.00 per barrel or more, and that this reduction was a result of government
action, then that decision will be used by both parties, for a period of thirty days
from the date that number is received from the arbitrators, in an attempt to
mutually agree on a revision of this Agreement. If no agreement on a revision can
be reached within said thirty-day period, then the party serving the original notice
may send a notice of cancellation for this Agreement, such cancellation to take
effect no earlier than sixty days from the date such a cancellation notice is mailed.

A variety of other actual clauses are included in Part II. The purpose of this chapter is not to provide models, however. It is to raise
questions for the drafter's consideration and thereby challenge the
attorney to go beyond the standard clause in planning for dispute
resolution.

B. Specific Provisions
1. Choosing an Institutional Forum and Rules. There
are a number of basic considerations in choosing a framework for the
work of the arbitrator or arbitrators. Many arbitrations are conducted
completely ad /Joe. The parties are able to agree on a third person to
decide a disputed question, and he or she makes a decision. Some
clauses simply provide that "all disputes under this contract are to be
settled by arbitration," but at the time a dispute arises the parties may
be in no mood to agree on anything. One step of insulation from the
parties is provided by a common clause under which each party picks
an arbitrator and those two pick a third. Such a clause must provide
for a fallback way of naming the third if the two selected by the parties
cannot agree. Often, the presiding judge of an appropriate court is
designated. One may also choose for that purpose an arbitration institution, which may bring along with it other advantages. The AAA,
for example, for a relatively modest fee, not only provides a number
of sets of rules for a variety of contracting situations-construction,
general commercial, international- but also arranges meeting rooms
and certain administrative services. Appointment of the arbitrator,
challenges to his or her impartiality, arrangements for compensation,
and scheduling of hearings can be handled through the AAA. Although there may be some dissatisfaction with the arbitrator selection
process, the AAA's annual caseload of over 50,000 arbitrations has
given it unparalleled experience.
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There is no single obvious equivalent on the international scene.
The International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) may be the most common reference in contract clauses, but this selection is often not based
on extensive knowledge by the parties or their lawyers of the institution's practices. Many international practitioners are critical of the
high fees and the techniques for selecting arbitrators, as well as of the
administrative methods and lack of services of the ICC. Many would
prefer the London Court of Arbitration, the Stockholm or Zurich
Chambers of Commerce, the Hong Kong Arbitration Center, or even
a carefully designed ad hoc arbitration, to one administered by the
ICC.
These alternatives to the ICC and its rules have become more
viable since the promulgation of new arbitration rules drafted by the
United Nations Commission for International Trade. These new
UNCITRAL Rules are widely regarded as very satisfactory, and have
the added attraction of having been drafted with the participation of
Third-World countries. They may be combined with home-and-home
institutional arrangements, for a number of institutions have now
expressed their willingness to administer arbitrations using these
rules. In the past, a foreign party might have been reluctant to agree
to administration in the United States under AAA Rules. Now, for
example, in a U.S.-Japan contract, parties could agree to arbitrate "in
the country of the defendant," i.e., under the auspices of the AAA in
the United States or of the Japan Arbitration Association in Japan,
"using the UNCITRAL Rules." 9
These kinds of arrangements should be the subject of a file
memo, so the lawyer drafting a clause does not have to inform himor herself in every case as to the willingness of a particular institution
to use particular rules-or the compatibility of various provisions for
an ad hoc arbitration with the law of the particular country chosen.
If the parties decide just to choose a country or city, such as
London, without specifying any set of rules, then the general arbitration law of the country chosen will govern, and careful research
into that law is advised. Some countries may have restrictions on the
arbitrators who can be used. Others, as is the case with England, have
provisions of the law that must be specifically taken into account at
the time of drafting the arbitration clause in order to achieve the most
satisfactory result. A growing number of countries, and a few states
in this country, have enacted new arbitration legislation based on a
model law proposed by UNCITRAL, 10 hoping that familiar legislation
will make their jurisdictions more attractive as international arbitration venues.
2. Choice of Arbitrators. The starting point in drafting a
specific provision is to consult the rules of any institution chosen to
determine whether changes or additions to such rules should be
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made in view of the particular contract situation. It may seem desirable to have only one arbitrator-for reasons of cost or scheduling
difficulties-or it may seem desirable to specify that an arbitrator have
certain technical qualifications. For example, a common shipping
clause specifies that the arbitrators must be "commercial men," which
an American lawyer today would probably redraft as "commercial
persons," or it may seem desirable to name economists, as in the
Alcoa-Essex clause discussed below. 11 Nationality may seem important, or fluency in particular languages, which might obviate the need
for expensive translation of documents.
It may seem desirable to provide for what will happen if an arbitrator dies or resigns in midstream. For example, a provision might
be included to the effect that the new arbitrator shall decide whether
to rehear the evidence presented so far or to proceed using the record.
If there is no such provision, one party may seek bargaining leverage
by not agreeing to going forward on the record existing at the time the
problem arises. In some cases, months or even years of hearings
would then have to be repeated at great cost. Sometimes a clause is
used requiring the purchase of insurance at the commencement of the
arbitration to cover the kinds of costs that death, illness, or resignation could cause.
In some types of contracts, it may be desirable to designate in the
agreement a specific mediator or arbitrator, or a list of persons from
which a selection is to be made. 12 They can be interviewed in advance
as to suitability, availability, and willingness to serve for a particular
fee. This device has become common in labor collective bargaining
agreements and has been found attractive in areas such as major
construction contracts or shipbuilding, in which disputes are almost
certain to arise. It has also been used in a number of agreements
resolving disputes about patents or know-how.13
3. Procedural Provisions. Although many of the arbitration rules, such as those of the AAA, are quite comprehensive, experience has shown that some modification or supplementation is
often desirable. For example, some additional provisions regarding
discovery may be desirable. The parties might provide that all documents to be relied on in the hearings, as well as all documents referred to in those documents, be given to the other side in advance of
the first hearing.
It is usually desirable to select the locale for the arbitration-even
though the parties may change the place by agreement later. A clause
providing for a claim to be arbitrated where the defendant is located
is common, but this choice often depends on each party's bargaining
strength.
In an international arbitration, it is also desirable to name the
language or languages that shall or may be used. This designation
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may be one of the bases for choosing an appropriate arbitrator, and
may save thousands of dollars, which otherwise would have to be
spent in the translation of documents and transcripts. Of course, the
parties should coordinate the choice-of-locale and language provisions with the choice-of-arbitrator provisions discussed above.
4. Refusal to Participate. What if the other party refuses
to participate in the arbitration proceedings? Unless the rules chosen
make clear provision for fair ex parte proceedings, it is advisable to
agree in the clause that the arbitration may proceed without a properly notified, but recalcitrant, party. This is necessary because when
courts have been asked to enforce awards handed down after proceedings in which one of the parties failed or refused to participate,
some have insisted on a showing that there had been prior agreement
permitting such proceedings, or agreement on rules that clearly and
fairly provide for them. The concept of fairness would probably preclude any "default" award; the moving party must actually prove all
the elements of the claim.
5. Consolidation. Counsel should consider whether it
would be desirable or undesirable to have an arbitration arising from
the contract at hand consolidated with one arising under another
contract. For example, in a typical construction dispute, a homeowner
may be faced with separate proceedings in trying to allocate blame for
a defective building between his architect and his builder, and would
prefer consolidation. The architect would prefer not to consolidate,
however, and the standard AIA form says that consolidation can
occur only with the architect's consent. Courts called on to decide
whether or not to order consolidation would be influenced by a clear
contractual provision providing for consolidation in appropriate
cases. Otherwise, courts might say that they have no inherent power
to consolidate.
6. Partial Awards. Other preliminary measures, which
might usefully be ordered by the arbitrator, may only be possible if
authorized by agreement of the parties. For example, in some cases an
order to continue construction or to continue to supply a dealer pending the outcome of the full hearings may be desirable, or preliminary
measures to preserve assets may be called for. Prior agreement that
the arbitrators can hand down a partial award to that effect, and that
it can be immediately enforced, may also be desirable. Of course,
obligatory language regarding continuation of performance during
dispute resolution also may be included in the body of the contract,
but if arbitration is the only recourse allowed, a provision authorizing
such provisional orders by the arbitrator may be desirable to assure
effective relief.
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7. Evidence. One of the advantages often mentioned in
discussions of arbitration is the economy and efficiency resulting from
a less formal approach to questions of evidence. Many arbitration
rules state that the arbitrator decides the weight given any particular
item of proof. But, since they also sometimes say that he is to hear all
the "relevant" evidence, there are grounds for arguments about what
is "admissible." There is a marked tendency for experienced litigators, when they appear in an arbitration, to bring with them arguments about, for example, the inadmissibility of hearsay. Before an
arbitrator, it is probably better simply to argue that such evidence may
be less reliable than other evidence. Some lawyers feel so strongly
about the idea of exclusion, however, that they put into the arbitration clause a provision for following "the rules of evidence," or as the
author recently saw in a carefully drafted agreement to submit an
existing dispute to arbitration, specifically "the Federal Rules of Evidence." Although this provision may seem comforting to a professional litigator, it may be extremely difficult for an arbitrator to make
these evidentiary rulings. In that case, three teachers of contract law
at leading law schools were interviewed as potential arbitrators, and none
of the three had had enough litigation experience to be comfortable with
the rulings on admissibility that such a clause would have required. What
is worse, mistaken rulings might be advanced as grounds for resisting
enforcement of the award. Although courts are very reluctant to review
fact or law errors of arbitrators, let alone errors in admitting evidence,
improper exclusion of evidence is one of the procedural grounds on
which courts have sometimes been willing to second-guess arbitrators. 14
A very liberal reaffirmation in the clause of the "broad discretion" approach taken by most of the rules might be a good idea.
8. Discovery. Experienced litigators are often frustrated
by the general unavailability of discovery in arbitration proceedings.
Although this simplification saves time and expense, preparation for
hearings may in many cases be difficult. In addition to the exchange
in advance of the first hearing of all documents to be relied on by each
party, it might be desirable to have the clause impose an obligation to
respond to reasonable requests for documents that the other party
believes are necessary to prepare its case. In the labor field, for example, clauses sometimes provide that a party may demand a reasonable number of employment files of employees similarly situated
in order to obtain comparative data to use in presenting his or her
own case. A licensee or a franchisee in a commercial case might have
a similar need. Beyond this, the clause might provide for taking the
deposition of one or two key employees as an aid to preparation.
Some minimal provisions to this effect may be almost necessary to
make the arbitration process really efficient, but the chances of compelling these procedures without advance agreement are poor.
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9. Reasoned Awards. Consideration should be given to
whether the parties want to provide in the clause for a reasoned
award from the arbitrator. Some rules, such as those of the AAA, do
not require reasoned awards in commercial cases, proceeding from
the premise that the less said, the fewer the grounds for attacking the
award. A reasoned award may be particularly helpful, however, if a
"specific" clause is chosen, as the limitation to questions of fact in
the Greathouse case, 15 discussed above, or in a situation in which the
contract excludes any award of consequential damages. Unless the
arbitrator makes a commitment to a theory and gives reasons, a party
may find it difficult to prove that the arbitrator exceeded his or her
authority in the award made.
10. Costs and Fees. The question of arbitrators' fees is

dealt with in only a few of the rules. AAA rules and practices still do
not provide for compensation for commercial arbitrators in all cases,
although the AAA is willing to serve as an intermediary for working
out compensation where it is to be given. The ICC Rules set the fees
as a percentage of the amount in dispute, subject to administrative,
not party, adjustment. In many other situations, the question of compensation can be awkward, and provisions regarding compensation
are sometimes included in an arbitration clause or submission agreement. For example, if the arbitrators are to be attorneys or accountants, the agreement might provide for compensation at the
arbitrator's regular hourly rate for professional services.
Although most arbitration rules contain some provision allowing
the arbitrator to assess costs, it is not always clear whether this includes counsel fees. The parties could provide for a wide variety of
options here-from an even split of arbitration costs without regard to
who wins, to a full award against the loser of all fees, arbitrator costs,
and counsel fees of the winner. One recent clause tried to keep the
arbitration open so a supplementary award could be made for any
costs incurred in enforcing the award. Perhaps this purpose could be
better accomplished by the parties' contractual agreement that the
court that enforces the award can make an award of these costs as
part of the judgment.
11. Choice of Law. There are some special considerations regarding choice of law in contracts containing arbitration
clauses. Many contracts contain a single clause to the effect that the
contract "shall be governed by the law of New York." Sometimes this
appears in the "Disputes" clause, and sometimes elsewhere in the
contract. Does that mean that New York law controls (1) the validity
of the arbitration clause, (2) the procedure to be followed in the arbitration, (3) the enforceability of the award, as well as (4) the substantive rules to be used by the arbitrators in making their deter-
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minations? It almost certainly will not control all these questions,
even with a good deal of argument regarding party autonomy. If
interstate commerce is involved, the making, validity, and interpretation of the clause will be determined according to federal law. 16 If
enforcement overseas is involved, the research will involve determining whether the jurisdiction in which the arbitration takes place and
in which enforcement is sought have both adhered to the New York
or Panama Convention, and what the jurisdiction regards as adequate
policy grounds for refusing enforcement.
The law that will govern the arbitration procedures, on the other
hand, is very likely to be that of the place of arbitration, except as it
is displaced, or allows itself to be displaced, by the arbitration rules
chosen, or by specific agreement of the parties on procedures that do
not contravene local public policy. In its recent decision in the Volt
case, 17 the United States Supreme Court has given an apparent, and
in the minds of most practitioners, unwelcome, boost to party autonomy regarding such questions. 18 Information as to various possibilities in this regard is therefore indispensable before choosing the locale
of the arbitration.
Another issue is whether the parties, by using the quoted language, intended to tell the arbitrators to use New York substantive
law or to follow New York conflicts rules, which might result in the
application of Montana law. Section 187(3) of the Restatement (Second)
of Conflicts of Law provides that the reference to the law of a particular
jurisdiction is a reference to the substantive law only. Nevertheless,
an attorney should draft a choice-of-law clause so as not to leave these
important questions to presumptions. Even if the clause makes it
clear that it is New York substantive law that is to be applied, the
attorney should consider whether that is desirable if the agreement
provides for arbitration abroad? Is it likely that foreign arbitrators in
Stockholm or Zurich, for example, will do a predictable, good job of
applying New York or Illinois substantive contract doctrine? Or are
United States antitrust laws likely to be appropriately applied by arbitrators in Switzerland or Japan?
A number of international agreements choose Swedish substantive law, and one wonders how many lawyers were adequately informed about the ramifications of this choice at the time they drafted
those clauses for their clients. One attractive compromise in some foreign contracts, particularly those with Third World countries, would
be to elect as the governing rules of substance the new UNCITRAL
sales law. Since these provisions may now apply in some cases automatically under United States law, it may be a low-cost compromise,
and these substantive rules would then govern at least any matter in
which a rule could have been agreed on in the contract by the parties.
Finally, the law of the place in which enforcement is sought inevitably controls the results there. Hopefully, that country has ad151
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hered to the New York Convention, as the United States and most
major commercial countries have done, so that uniform standards
will be applied. Since paragraph 2(b) of Article V of the Convention
allows a court to refuse enforcement if such enforcement would be
contrary to the public policy of the enforcing country, however, only
specific knowledge of that country's view as to what provision in an
award would contravene public policy would provide a full answer.
That country may enforce awards only if its nationals sat as arbitrators, or only if the award were handed down by an odd number of
arbitrators. One United States district court found that enforcement of
an award providing for a usurious interest rate would not contravene
an important public policy, but that a provision in the award-a provision in accordance with the law in the country in which the award
was rendered-for a jump in interest rate on the unpaid award after
a certain period constituted a penalty, and as such violated an important United States public policy of the forum. 19

C. Conclusion
There will continue to be contracts in which parties choose a short
standard clause to provide for arbitration. If such a clause includes a
choice of institution, or at least refers to adequate rules, exposure to
problems with arbitration are minimized to a considerable extent.
Domestic contracts that provide for AAA arbitration place the disputes in good hands. In international contracts, a happy compromise
for Americans would be the UNCITRAL Rules with the AAA, or
AA.A:s new International Arbitration Rules, 20 or the Permanent International Court of Arbitration in the Hague, as the appointing agency,
and the AAA and a local foreign organization as administering agencies under a home-and-home clause, thereby providing for good administration if the American party is sued, and, in all cases,
application of uniform rules that have international acceptance. For
most contracts, however, as lawyers learn more about arbitration,
they will see the desirability of drafting more individualized clauses.
In fact, as they learn more about other alternative dispute resolution
techniques, they will probably often incorporate into the arbitration
provision procedures designed to encourage settlement of differences
before reaching the stage of formal arbitration.
Part II of this chapter contains a number of actual examples of
fairly standard arbitration clauses, as well as some original solutions.
In a survey of clauses involved in approximately 1,000 litigated cases,
the number of individualized clauses was in fact rather small. This
may be because many arbitration cases come from particular areas of
commercial activity, such as shipping, in which standardized clauses
and special institutionalized arbitration are common. It may also be,
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however, that contracts containing individualized clauses were more
successful in avoiding litigation about the arbitration, which is, of
course, at least an important secondary goal if voluntary resolution of
the dispute cannot be achieved.

II. Sample Dispute Resolution Clauses
Included below are a variety of dispute resolution clauses, and
parts of clauses, illustrating the points raised in Part I. They are not
necessarily selected as models. In fact, a number were chosen to
illustrate the problems created by a lack of skill in drafting-indicated
by an italicized comment in brackets. They do illustrate, however, the
broad range of choices confronting the drafter who undertakes to
create a contract clause for the resolution of future disputes or an
agreement to submit an existing dispute to arbitration, mediation, or
other alternative method of dispute resolution.
Some of the clauses are drawn from contracts that were involved
in litigation, and thus in some instances were part of an obviously
unsuccessful attempt to keep disputes completely out of court. Others are taken from contracts that have not as yet been involved in
litigation, and so are presented simply as examples of solutions arrived at by creative draftsmen attempting to deal with the problems
mentioned in the body of this chapter. A few have been taken from
stipulations entered into in settlement of litigation, and to that extent
have been approved by the judge who entered judgment.
The final example, No. 16, is a proposed clause, which Alcoa and
Essex could have included in their now-famous processing contract. 21
At the time the parties drafted that contract, they spent a good deal
of time and money trying to work out a formula that would satisfactorily adjust the processing charge over a twenty-year period. They
retained a famous economist to help them choose the right combination of price indices to achieve their goal. As the case showed, however, even that elaborate formula proved to be insufficient. The
parties' goal could have been better served by writing into the contract the criteria they gave to the expert. They could have decided on
a processing charge for the first year, and that they would agree
annually on the charge for subsequent years. They could have provided further that, if the parties were unable to agree in any subsequent year, a dispute resolution mechanism incorporated for that
event would be used to make a reasoned determination based on the
original criteria. The suggested clause combines a structured negotiation for resolution of differences, fact-finding by experts, and, finally, binding arbitration if these initial steps prove insufficient to
assist the parties in finding their own agreed solution.
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1. Litigation, Arbitration, or Other Dispute
Resolution Techniques
a. In the event of any dispute, the parties shall promptly refer the matter for
consideration and solution to the responsible executives of the parties designated in par. 10 [of this agreement]. Either party may commence such proceedings by delivering to the other party a written request for such a meeting.
Unless otherwise agreed by the parties, the meeting or series of meetings shall
commence in New York City within seven days of receipt of such notice. In the
event that the executives are unable to resolve the matter within thirty days, or
in the event that the other party refuses to participate in negotiations in good
faith, then the party who requested the meeting may bring the issues raised in
its request for a meeting to arbitration according to the procedures described
below.
b. The Arbitration Court domiciled in Karlsruhe shall have sole jurisdiction with
regard to all disputes arising out of and about this agreement. However, the
seller shall also have the option of suing in court for breach instead of submitting such dispute to arbitration. In the event of such a suit, it must be brought
in the United States, and the dispute will be judged according to American law.
[Note: This is a common error in contracts drafted by non-Americans. The clause must
select the law or a jurisdiction, e.g., California.] The buyer expressly covenants not
to bring any suit whatsoever against the seller before any court other than the
above-mentioned Arbitration Court in Karlsruhe.
c. Any controversy between you and the undersigned arising out of or relating to
this contract or the breach thereof, shall be settled by arbitration, in accordance
with the rules then obtaining of either the Arbitration Committee of the Chamber of Commerce of the State of New York, or the American Arbitration Association, or the Board of Arbitration of the New York Stock Exchange, as the
undersigned may elect. If the undersigned does not make such election by
registered mail addressed to you at your main office within five days after
receipt of notification from you requesting such election, then the undersigned
authorizes you to make such election on behalf of the undersigned.
d. Contractor, at its sole option, shall have the right to require Subcontractor to
arbitrate any and all claims, disputes, and other matters in question arising out
of or relating to the Subcontract or the breach thereof.
e. Arbitration shall be in accordance with the rules of the AAA, or of the General
Arbitration Council of the Textile Industry, according to the choice of the party
instituting the arbitration.
f. The decision of the arbitrator shall be binding on the franchisor, and may be
enforced by any court having jurisdiction thereof, but the franchisee may, if he
or she is not in accord with the award, proceed to litigate the claim, and in such
case, the award of the arbitrator shall be of no force or effect for any purpose,
and shall not be admissible in any court proceedings.
g. [This clause is from a construction contract relating to a major European project. It
involves a "two-tier" dispute resolution process.]
I. Should a dispute or difference arise between the Employer and the Contractor during the process of the Works, that dispute or difference ... shall
at the instance of either the Employer or the Contractor in the first place be
referred in writing to and be settled by a Panel of three persons (acting as
independent experts but not as arbitrators) who shall, unless otherwise
agreed by both the Employer and the Contractor within a period of ninety
days after being requested in writing by the other party to do so and after
such investigation as the Panel thinks fit, state their decision in writing and
give notice of the same to the Employer and the Contractor.
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2. If either party is dissatisfied with or fails to give effect to a unanimous
decision of the Panel (or the Panel fails to give a unanimous decision), then
the matter proceeds to arbitration under the Rules of Conciliation and Arbitration of the International Chamber of Commerce by three arbitrators
appointed under those rules. Each party will nominate and appoint one
arbitrator, leaving the third arbitrator to be appointed by the ICC.

[In this particular instance, the parties preselected in their agreement the members of
their "panel" (all of whom were eminent practitioners in their various fields), but
elected not to preselect the arbitrators.]

2. Broad or Specific Coverage?
a. Any disputes arising hereunder shall be settled through binding arbitration
pursuant to the Korean-U.S. Arbitration Agreement, with arbitration to take
place in Seoul.
b. In the event of any dispute in the calculation of the net profits under this
paragraph, Frenkil shall select either Wooden and Benson or Haskins and
Sells, or an accountant or auditor named by either of them, whose determination of all such disputes shall be final and binding upon all parties to the
dispute.
c. All disputes involving interpretation of the contract or performance of the
construction work are to be referred in the first instance to the Architect. Any
dispute as to the Architect's decision (or if he fails to make a written decision
within ten days, then the original dispute) may be submitted to arbitration as
set out below; however, the decision of the Architect shall be final as to matters
relating to artistic effect, and also, no claim waived by the making or acceptance
of final payment may be referred to arbitration.
d. Any claim or controversy, whether founded in contract or in tort, arising out of
or relating to this agreement or the performance or breach thereof, whether
existing prior to or arising subsequent to this arbitration agreement, shall be
referred to arbitration as follows.
e. Any disputes concerning a question of fact arising out of this agreement or
out of the performance thereof which cannot be resolved by the parties shall
be decided by arbitration under the provisions of the prime contract. Pending
final decision of a dispute hereunder, subcontractor shall proceed diligently
with the performance of the agreement and the work set forth herein, unless
directed by the contractor to suspend work until a decision is made by the
arbitrator.
f. Any dispute or difference arising between the contracting parties as to the
meaning or effect of this Agreement shall be referred to arbitration in Zurich in
accordance with the Zurich Code of Civil Procedure.
g. Modern and A & S shall have the right to seek Tugboat service elsewhere only
if the service rendered by McAllister does not meet the standards of the industry, and any disagreement with respect to this issue shall be settled by
arbitration in the manner set forth in paragraph 3.
h. Any controversy or claim (except for personal injuries, death, or property
damage) arising out of or relating to this Contract or the breach thereof, shall
be settled by arbitration.
i. Any controversy, except those relating to a claim by seller against buyer for
payment for goods delivered, shall be settled by arbitration according to the
procedures set forth below.
j. It is agreed, however, that this agreement to arbitrate shall not extend to claims
or damages for which either party has contracts of insurance protecting their
respective interests.
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3. Time Limits
a. Any demand for arbitration hereunder must be made by the buyer within
thirty days after delivery of the goods. However, seller may institute a demand
at any time.
b. Any demand for arbitration must be made before the applicable statute of
limitations for such a claim has run, and any dispute as to whether the claim
is still arbitrable is to be decided by the court as a preliminary question.
c. No demand for arbitration can be made later than thirty days following the
Architect's written decision. In the case of disputes not subject to submission
to the Architect, any demand for arbitration must be made within a reasonable
time after the claim has arisen, but in no event after the applicable statute of
limitations has run.

4. The Arbitrator-Qualifications,
Selection, Replacement, Fees
a. There shall be one arbitrator, who shall be an attorney at law, selected as follows:
Each party will submit to the other a list of the names and resumes of qualifications and experience of three persons who the party believes would be qualified to arbitrate the claim. Each party shall disclose any relationship it or its
counsel has had with each person whose name is submitted by either party. If
the same person appears on both lists, he shall be arbitrator, or if more than one
name appears on both lists, the first name in alphabetical order. [But note the
clause does not specify a procedure for rejecting if the disclosure provided for in the
previous sentence reveals a prejudicial relation.] If no name appears on both lists,
each party shall strike two names from the other party's list, and then those two
persons will select the arbitrator. If they are unable to agree, then the arbitrator
will be selected according to the Rules of the American Arbitration Association.
b. In the event of the death or disability of an arbitrator, the parties shall select a
new arbitrator as provided in the agreement. The new arbitrator shall have the
power to determine the extent to which he shall act on the record already made
in arbitration.
c. The arbitrator shall be chosen in rotation from the list in Paragraph 6 above of
persons who have agreed to serve in proceedings conducted pursuant to this
agreement. He or she shall serve until the parties agree on his successor. If he
or she resigns or is unable to serve, and all others on the list are unwilling or
unable to serve, and the parties at the time cannot agree on a replacement, the
American Arbitration Association shall designate a replacement after consultation with the parties. The arbitrators on the list shall be paid a retainer at an
annual rate of $10,000, and, in addition, shall be paid at an hourly rate of $250
for all services and reimbursed for all expenses incurred in respect to the
proceedings.
d. Any dispute is to be arbitrated by Acton's accountant, Arthur Young & Co., and
by Borden's accountant, Price Waterhouse & Co. If such dispute is not resolved
by them within ten days, the dispute shall be submitted to another firm of
independent auditors jointly selected by them, or, if they cannot agree upon
such other firm, then to a firm of independent accountants selected by lot from
among the six largest national accounting firms excluding Young and Waterhouse. The determination of the dispute by the firm selected in accordance with
the foregoing shall be conclusive and binding on Borden and Acton.
e. The Panel shall be constituted in the following manner:
1. A President of the Panel shall be appointed by the parties by agreement
prior to ___ (or such later date as the parties may agree), or failing such
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agreement shall be selected on the request of either party by the President
for the time being of the Stockholm Chamber of Commerce.
2. Each party shall prior to ___ (or such later date as the parties may agree)
nominate for the approval of the other party one person to the Panel and an
alternate for such person, or failing such nomination by either party the
other party may apply to the President of Stockholm Chamber of Commerce
to make a nomination.
3. Upon the reference of any dispute or difference to the Panel in accordance
with the foregoing the President shall constitute the Panel by appointing the
two persons first nominated or, if the President of the Panel shall so decide,
the alternate of such person in his place.
4. The two persons appointed by the President under paragraph 3 above and
the President shall comprise the Panel.
5. No person shall be nominated by either party or selected by the President of
the Stockholm Chamber of Commerce in accordance with the foregoing who
is not independent of the parties or who has had previous involvement with
the [Project] referred to in the [Agreement] unless the parties so agree.
f. THE PARTIES AGREE AS FOLLOWS:
1. Any and all disputes, controversies or claims arising out of, involving or
relating to:
(a) one or more of the agreements and any amendments, modifications or
supplements thereto, or the existence, validity, performance, breach or
termination thereof,
(b) the governance of A Co., the relations of any of the shareholders of A
Co. to the company or to each other or the actions of any of the members
of the Board of Directors of A Co.,
(c) the existence, validity, performance, breach or termination of any other
contract between two or more of the parties hereto related to the Project,
and/or
(d) any other legal, regulatory, contractual or other matters related to the
Project,
shall be referred to, settled and finally resolved exclusively by arbitration in
accordance with the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules as at present in force.
2. In application of the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules:
(a) The appointing authority under the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules shall
be the Arbitration Centre of the Austrian Federal Economic Chamber
(Stubenring 12, A-101 Vienna, Austria).
(b) There shall be three arbitrators of different nationalities who must be
fluent in the English language.
(i) One arbitrator will be appointed jointly by the Turkish parties to this
Protocol, namely X, Y, and all other Turkish persons or entities,
public or private, who are parties to this Protocol, other than A Co.
Such arbitrator may be a national of Turkey or any other country
except Austria, Switzerland and the United States. If these Turkish
parties shall together fail to appoint an arbitrator in accordance with
Article 7 of the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules, he will be appointed
by the appointing authority in the same way as a sole arbitrator
would be appointed under Article 6.3 of the UNCITRAL Arbitration
Rules.
(ii) One arbitrator will be appointed jointly by C Co., C, D, E and any
of their affiliates that may be a party to this Protocol, other than A
Co. Such arbitrator may be a national of the United States or anv
other country except Austria, Switzerland and Turkey. If these pa;ties fail to appoint an arbitrator in accordance with Article 7 of the
UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules, he will be appointed by the appoint-
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ing authority in the same way as a sole arbitrator would be appointed under Article 6.3 of the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules.
(iii) The third arbitrator, who will be appointed by the first two arbitrators in accordance with Article 7.1 of the UNCITRAL Arbitration
Rules, will be a citizen or national of Austria or Switzerland experienced in international commercial arbitration. If the two partyappointed arbitrators fail to appoint the third presiding arbitrator,
he will be appointed by the appointing authority in accordance with
Article 7.3 of the UNCITRAL Arbitration Rules.
(c) The place of arbitration shall be Vienna, Austria.
(d) The language to be used in the arbitral proceedings shall be English. All
documents in another language shall be translated into English.
g. ARBITRATION
1. Any such dispute or difference which the parties have failed to settle amicably shall be referred to and finally settled by arbitration under the Rules
of the London Court of International Arbitration (LCIA), which rules are
deemed to be incorporated by reference into this Clause. The parties hereby
agree to exclude any right of appeal to any court which would otherwise
have jurisdiction in the matter.
2. The Tribunal shall consist of a panel of three arbitrators appointed pursuant
to the LCIA Rules. The parties hereby agree that the Chairman of the
Tribunal shall be a Queen's Counsel practicing at the Commercial Bar of
England and Wales. The two remaining members of the Tribunal shall each
be Chartered Accountants of at least fifteen years' standing.
3. The arbitration shall be governed by the laws of England and Wales.
4. The language of the arbitration shall be English.
5. The venue of any arbitration hearing shall be in London.

5. Locale
a. The arbitration shall take place at a place in Des Moines to be selected by the
arbitrator.
b. The proceedings shall be held wherever convenient for the arbitrator at a
location in New York or Connecticut. [Better to say "held at n locntion in New York
or Connecticut to be designated by the arbitrator."]
c. The court of arbitrators, which is to be held in the city where the home office
of the respondent company is located, shall consist of three arbitrators.

6. Language
a. Proceedings in any arbitration hereunder shall be conducted in the English
language, and all documents not in English submitted by either party must be
accompanied by a translation into English.
b. Hearings are to be conducted in English, though documents may, at the arbitrator's discretion, be submitted in French or English.

7. Ex Pa rte Proceedings
a. If the other party does not, after having received notice served on one of its
officers by the moving party, within twenty days appoint its arbitrator, the
moving party shall have the right without further notice to appoint a second
arbitrator, who shall be a disinterested person, with precisely the same force
and effect as if said second arbitrator had been appointed by the other
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party.... It is specifically agreed that if after receiving notice of the proceedings, one party shall fail to appear and participate in the hearings, the award
of the arbitrators shall be based on the evidence as presented, and shall be fully
binding on both parties.
b. Should the party upon whom the demand for arbitration is served fail or refuse
to appoint an arbitrator within twenty days, the single arbitrator shall have the
right to decide alone, and his decision or award shall be final and binding upon
the parties.

8. Interim Relief
The arbitrator may issue such interim orders in accord with the principles of
equity [Unclear. Does this refer to types of relief or the substantive rules regarding
amilability?] as may be necessary to protect either party during the pendency of
any arbitration before him. Any such order shall be without prejudice to the
final determination of the controversy.

9. Discovery
a. Either party shall, after receiving notice of a demand for mediation or arbitration, have the right to audit completely all necessary books and records of the
party sending the notice in order to determine the validity of the grounds for
sending the notice.
b. Each party will, on the written request of the other party, provide the other
with documents relevant to the issues raised by any claim or counterclaim.
c. The parties shall be entitled to discover all documents and information reasonably necessary for a full understanding of any legitimate issue raised in the
arbitration. They may use all methods of discovery, including but not limited to
depositions, requests for admission, and requests for production of documents. The time periods for compliance shall be set by the arbitrator, who may
also set limits on the scope of such discovery.

10. Conduct of the Proceedings and Nondisclosure
a. [From a submission agreement sending an existing dispute to arbitration.] The arbitration will be conducted in two separate stages. A contends that the statement
of claim establishes that the basis for the claim did not manifest itself during
the warranty period established in the original sales contract. In the first phase,
the parties shall provide the arbitrator with a full statement of their claims
regarding this issue, and if the arbitrator decides in favor of A, he shall enter
a final award. If he decides against A, then the arbitration shall proceed to
phase two, for determination of the question of breach and damages.
b. The proceedings shall be confidential. Neither party shall disclose any information about the evidence adduced by the other in the arbitration proceeding
or about documents produced by the other in connection with the proceeding,
except in the course of a judicial, regulatory or arbitration proceeding, or as
may be requested by governmental authority. Before making any disclosure
permitted by the preceding sentence, the party shall give the other party
reasonable written notice of the intended disclosure and afford the other party
opportunity to protect its interests. The arbitrator(s), expert witnesses and
stenographic reporters shall sign appropriate nondisclosure agreements.
c. Hearings before the arbitrator shall be held at such times as the parties set by
agreement to arbitrate or, in the absence of a provision in the agreement, as the
arbitrator determines.
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d. The hearings shall be conducted on an expedited schedule. Hearings shall
commence no later than ten days after initiation of proceedings and shall be
completed within ten days, and the arbitrator shall make his award within five
days of the close of the hearings.
e. The initiating party shall make arrangements for taking of a stenographic
record, the expense of which shall be borne equally by both sides.
f. Any party wishing to make a stenographic record of the proceedings may do so
at its own expense.
g. The arbitrator shall have the authority to retain such impartial expert assistance
as he deems necessary to assist him in making a full and fair evaluation of the
claims of the parties, and to include reasonable compensation and reimbursement of expenses for any expert retained in the costs of the arbitration.
h. Proceedings shall be governed by the Commercial Arbitration Rules of the
American Arbitration Association, or their equivalent at the time of the arbitration, as well as the rules set forth below.
i. Until such time as the arbitrators finally close the hearings, either party shall
have the right by written notice served on the arbitrators and on an officer of
the other party to specify further disputes or differences under this Charter for
hearing and determination.
j. The arbitrator's jurisdiction shall be limited to enforcement and application,
without exception, of the provisions of this agreement and, at the request of
any party, of the rules and laws of evidence of the state in which said arbitration is held. Should the arbitrator vary or fail to apply and enforce, strictly, any
provision of this agreement, or said rules and laws of evidence, for any reason
whatsoever, said arbitrator shall be ousted of jurisdiction, and any award made
by said arbitrator shall be null and void, and thereafter arbitration may be
recommenced in accordance herewith. [This is a very poor clause. It will almost
certainly give a disappointed party some basis for resisting or attacking an award. While
parties often try to limit the arbitrator to enforcing the agreement, as opposed to imposing other obligations on them, i.e., "making a new contract for them," it is unlikely
that a provision can do much to accomplish this. The provision regarding evidence is
unclear and almost certainly undesirable.]

11. Reasoned Award
a. The arbitrators shall give a written explanation of the reasons for their award.
b. The award of the arbitrators shall contain, in addition to their holding, a full
statement of the facts as found and the rules of law applied in reaching their
decision.

12. Costs
a. All expenses of the arbitrator, fees of the arbitrator, fees and expenses of persons who select the arbitrator, expenses for hearing facilities, stenographers,
and other expenses of the arbitration shall be borne equally by both sides. Each
side shall bear its own counsel fees. Any attorney who serves as arbitrator or
as a person to select the arbitrator shall be required to agree to do so for a fee
based on his current hourly rate for handling commercial matters.
b. Should the seller commence arbitration proceedings under this contract, the arbitrators are hereby authorized to compensate the seller for legal expenses incurred.
c. The arbitrators shall have discretion to impose the cost of the arbitration upon
the losing party, or to divide it between the parties on any terms which may
appear just.
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13. Choice of Law
a. In reaching their conclusions, the arbitrators shall be guided by principles of
good will and good faith, as well as their reasonable interpretation of the
agreement.
b. The arbitrators shall apply to this contract the law which a Florida court would
apply in the event of litigation regarding the issue in question.
c. The Basic Contract shall be construed and interpreted in accordance with the
law of the Republic of France, and any disputes arising in connection with the
Basic Contract shall be finally settled by arbitration in Lausanne, Switzerland,
under the rules of the International Chamber of Commerce.
d. Arbitration shall be under the rules of the ICC in Berne, Switzerland. German
substantive law and the German law of procedure must be applied. [The general
reference to German procedure is unfortunate. If specific rules regarding conduct of the
arbitration are intended, they should be spelled out. They will be applied, however, only
if the local law in Switzerland permits.]
e. This contract shall be governed by the law of Georgia to the extent that it is in
accordance with French law. [This is a field day for comparative law specialists, but
a nightmare for lawyers. In a case involving an arbitration under this clause, there is no
indication that any attempt had been made to apply the clause as written. 22 )

14. Enforcement
a. Judgment on the award rendered may be entered in any court, state or federal,
having jurisdiction.
b. For the purpose of enforcing awards this agreement shall be made a Rule of the
Court.
c. The award shall be final and binding, and judgment may be entered or application may be made for judicial acceptance by any court having jurisdiction.
d. The decision of the arbitrator shall be binding on the franchisor, and may be
enforced by any court having jurisdiction thereof, but the franchisee may, if
not in accord with the award, proceed to litigate its claim, and in such case, the
award of the arbitrator shall be of no force or effect for any purpose, and shall
not be admissible in any court proceedings.

15. Appeal
The arbitrator shall make findings of fact and shall render an award based
thereon, and a transcript of the evidence adduced thereat shall, upon request,
be made available to either party. Upon application to the court for an order
confirming said award, the court shall have the power to review (1) whether
the findings of fact rendered by the arbitrator are, on the entire record of said
arbitration proceedings, supported by substantial evidence, and (2) whether as
a matter of law based on said findings of fact the award should be affirmed,
modified or vacated. Upon such determination, judgment shall be entered in
favor of either party consistent herewith. [The clause raises a serious question as
yet very little dealt with in the arbitration literature: Can arbitration be substituted for
the trial lei,e/ of a case and the award then be subjected to normal appellate revieiv? In
the past, the arbitration bar has been trying to insulate awards from court scrutin1/, but
many parties might feel more comfortable knowing that arbitrator error would be s·ubject
to review.)
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16. Suggested Clause for Alcoa-Essex
Section 5

Adjustment in Processing Charge Due
to Unforeseen Circumstances
S(a). It is the intention of the parties that the charge made by Alcoa for processing
shall be sufficient to provide a reasonable profit for Alcoa over the life of this
Agreement, and to that end they have agreed on the formula for annual
adjustment of the processing charge contained in Par. III of the Agreement.
If, due to circumstances which the parties did not take into account in
arriving at the agreed adjustment formula, Alcoa feels that it is no longer
able to make a fair profit at the price arrived at by application of the formula,
or Essex feels that the formula price is producing an excessive profit for
Alcoa, then the complaining party shall give written notice of that fact to the
other, setting forth the basis for its complaint, and naming a representative
authorized to negotiate in regard to this matter on its behalf. Within thirty
days from the receipt of that notice, the recipient shall send a reply responding to the matters given as the basis for the complaint, and naming a representative authorized to negotiate on its behalf.
S(b). The two named persons shall make themselves available to meet at convenient times, and a meeting shall be held within thirty days to attempt to
resolve any differences. If no agreement is reached at that meeting, each of
the parties shall designate an economist, who shall within sixty days prepare
and submit a written argument on behalf of that party regarding the points
in dispute. The two representatives shall meet again within thirty days from
the exchange of these arguments, and if they are unable to reach agreement,
shall set a date within sixty days for a further hearing of the matter in the
presence of the two chief executive officers of the two companies. Before
setting that date, they shall also agree on a neutral advisor to preside at that
meeting, and if they are unable to agree on any person who will accept such
appointment, such a person shall be appointed by the Center for Public
Resources in New York City. The parties agree that any outside costs, including any fees of CPR and the fee and all expenses of the neutral advisor,
shall be borne equally by them.
S(c). At the hearing each party may be represented by an attorney if it so chooses,
and may have three hours or such time as may be agreed to present its case
in any manner it chooses. The neutral advisor shall establish any other rules
he thinks appropriate for the conduct of the proceedings. At the conclusion
of that hearing, the executive officers of each company shall meet, along
with any other persons each may choose, and shall attempt in good faith to
resolve the disagreement over whether Alcoa is making a reasonable profit
at the current price arrived at by application of the formula.
[The following are two alternatives which might be used to round out the clause:]
Alternative A: S(d) Substantial compliance, or an attempt in good faith to comply, with each step in the procedure described above shall be an express condition
to the right of any party to assert any right under this contract based on a contention that Alcoa's profit under the formula price is either excessive or insufficient, including any claims based on changed circumstances, failure or presupposed conditions, impracticability, impossibility, mistake or unconscionability.
Alternative B: S(d) In the event the parties are unable to reach agreement on the
complaint within fifteen days after the end of the hearing described above, then
the two economists named by the parties as part of the procedure described above
shall agree on an economist who shall finally resolve the controversy as an arbitrator. If the two economists are unable to reach agreement, the economist to act
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as arbitrator shall be appointed by the American Arbitration Association. The
arbitration shall be held under the rules of the American Arbitration Association
at a place to be agreed on by the parties, or if they fail to agree, a place designated
by the American Arbitration Association. The parties agree to compensate each of
the economists for selecting the arbitrator and the economist who serves as arbitrator at their regular rates for consultation, and to bear these and all other costs
of the arbitration equally. The parties agree that the arbitrator shall decide whether
the current price arrived at under the formula is unreasonable as asserted by the
complaining party, and if he finds that it is, he shall set the current price so as to
approximate as closely as possible the level of profitability the parties intended to
establish under the original agreement. In making this determination, he shall
take into account the following factors that the parties used in arriving at the
original formula: ... The parties agree that the price set by the arbitrator shall be
substituted for all purposes in the contract as of a date ninety days following the
original notice of complaint.
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Subcommittee of Amendments to the United States Arbitration Act, 1983-88,
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Notes
*Copyright© 1990 by Whitmore Gray.
1.
Three clauses that might be used in such a situation are included infra in Part
I.A.4.
2.
See infra Example 2.f. in Part II.
3. See Frigaliment Importing Co. v. B.N.S. Int'! Sales Corp., 190 F. Supp. 116
(S.D.N.Y. 1960). In Fri:,raliment, there was in fact an arbitration clause in the contract,
but for some reason the parties litigated the claim before a nonexpert judge instead.
4.
See infra Example l.f. in Part II.
5. 374 F.2d 324 (D.C. Cir. 1967).
6.
Id.
7.
271 F.2d 402 (2d Cir. 1959).
8.
Sec supra note 3 and accompanying text.
9.
The UNCITRAL Rules are set out in App. Doc. 11. For a clause referring to these
rules, see infra Example 4. f. in Part II.
10. App. Doc. 7.
11. See infra Example 16, Alternative B, in Part II.
12. See infra Example 4.e. in Part II.
13. See, e.g., the IBM decree set out infra in Example 4.c. in Part II.
14. See, e.:,r., FAA§ lO(c).
15. See infra text accompanying notes 5 & 6.
16. This was finally decided in Southland Corp. v. Keating, 465 U.S. 1 (1984), but has
been called into question again in Volt Info. Sci., Inc., v. Board of Trustees of Leland
Stanford, Jr. Univ., 489 U.S. 468, 109 S. Ct. 1248, 103 L. Ed. 2d 488 (1989). In Volt, the
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court treated the interpretation of the parties' agreement to arbitrate as "a question of
state law which this Court does not sit to review." 109 S. Ct. at 1253.
17. Volt, supra note 16.
18. The Supreme Court in Volt affirmed a California decision upholding a clause in a
form contract, which merely referred to the governing law of the contract as "the law
of the place where the Project is located," as constituting a deliberate choice of California arbitration procedure. 109 S. Ct. at 1251. The Court held that a California procedural provision therefore took precedence over a provision of the FAA, stating that
in the view of the Court it was thereby implementing the policy that "parties to an
arbitration agreement should be 'at liberty to choose the terms under which they will
arbitrate.' " Id. at 1252. Commenting on the decision, Robert Coulson, President of the
AAA, stated: "Alice in Wonderland might understand the logic of the majority's decision: the Court 'upheld' the parties' agreement by requiring them to arbitrate under
California law, which authorized a state court to order the parties not to arbitrate."
Coulson, High Court Jolts Arbitration in California Co11structio11 Case, ARB. J., June 1989, at
47, 48.
19. Laminoirs-Trefileries-Cableries de Lens, S.A. v. Southwire Co., 484 F. Supp. 1063
(N.D. Ga. 1980).
20. App. Doc. 14.
21. See Aluminum Co. of Am. v. Essex Group lnc., 499 F. Supp. 53 (W.D. Pa. 1980).
22. See Laminoirs, supra note 19.
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